PRESS INFORMATION

Product news from ABM:
Universally footrest system for custombikes
D-Breisach a.R. / 18th May 2017 Tinkerer bear in mind: ABM now offers a new
footrest system which is universally to use and adjustable.
Particularly when converting an old motorcycle to a modern custombike the footrest
system often causes problems: complicated system and clumsy, not customizable,
simply not suitable. Thus, ABM has revived the old idea of an universally footrest
system.
Details at a glance
-

Ideal for an individual bike conversion / customizing
Extentable with many other parts
Parts in retro look, glass bead blasted, silver or black anodized
Existing of brake & shift lever, reversing lever, axle made of high-grade steel
Angle of reversing lever individual adjustable
Different distances from the frame realizable
Rate: EUR 189,00 incl. VAT
Ideally combinable with ABM footrests called rGrip or rGripEvo

This new footrest system is now available at the English ABM webshop → ab-m.de
(No. of signs: 977)
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Universally footrest system by ABM: ideal for custombikes
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Universally footrest system – can be extended with many individual parts
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ABM Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH is manufacturer of high-end accessories for motorcycles.The
company was founded in 1985 and named after the founder Arthur Berthold Munz. Since
2010, Christian Mehlhorn has been the managing director who is responsible for about
twenty employees in the field of development, production, marketing and sales at the
permanent business establishment in Breisach am Rhein, Germany. Meanwhile, the
company has launched two brands: ABM ergonomic style & WUNDERKIND-Custom.

